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AQWELLA AQWELLA

Number of 
articles

Color 
variations

9

1

Technical information 
at page 126

COLLECTION • BRIG

T
he furniture is available in white, glossy enamel. 

The collection is represented by both floor and 

hanging pedestals in two sizes: 60 and 75 cm in width. 

The bathroomsets are equipped with ceramic washbasins 

produced by the Russian factories Kirovit and Sanita Luxe. 

The series is equipped with a large number of additional elements 

that allow the most efficient use of space in the bathroom of 

any size. The facades and the body are made of laminated 

chipboard (high density particle board). Capacious drawers 

of pedestals are equipped with full extension guides with soft 

closing systems. The collection is completed with both mirrors 

and mirror cabinets. All doors are equipped with furniture 

hinges with an integrated doorstop that ensures smooth closing.

BRIG
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Vanity unit 60 cm
Br.01.06/1/W

Hanging vanity unit 
with a drawer, 

white high gloss color
W: 61  H: 51  D: 47

Vanity unit 60 cm
Br.01.06/2/W

Floor-standing vanity unit 
with two drawers 

in white high gloss color
W: 61  H: 86  D: 47

Vanity unit 75 cm
Br.01.07/2/W

Floor-standing vanity unit 
with two drawers 

in white high gloss color
W: 75  H: 86  D: 47

Vanity unit 75 cm
Br.01.07/1/W

Hanging vanity unit 
with a drawer, 

white high gloss color
W: 75  H: 51  D: 47

COLLECTION • BRIG

Mirror cabinet 
60 cm

Br.04.06/W
Mirror cabinet 
with two doors

W: 60  H: 80  D: 16

Mirror 50cm, white
RM0205W

Mirror in metal frame 
50х90 cm, white color

W: 50  H: 90  D: 4

Mirror cabinet 
70 cm

Br.04.07/W
Mirror cabinet 
with two doors

W: 70  H: 80  D: 16

Hanging storage unit 30 cm
Br.05.03/W

Hanging storage unit 
with door, 

universal left/right side,
 white color

W: 30  H: 150  D: 24

Floor storage unit 40 cm
Br.05.04/W

Floor-standing storage unit 
with two doors, 

universal left/right side, 
white color

W: 40  H: 185  D: 30


